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Betty Bostwick, Eunie Smith and Joan Kendall

A siti::tewideeffort by Alabama parents has
i.na revision of the public school AIDS
v,.1rn,_,,LtJ1m that appears to satisfy almost everyAfter nine months of meetings with
and Education Department officials,
public hearings, citizens'
and letters to the editor, the Departof Educa,tion '"fr"'"·""''"")' revised its
in response to
concerns.
Alabarna State Board of Education
of

saw this as an opportunity for the
1.,.. omote abstinence from drug use
frcrrc sex outside of marriage. They deterto use AIDS education as a means of
pres,enHng,Ak:bamaschoolchildren with a "Just
say ND" message.
l.n .fone, State Health Officer Earl Fox
1ecomn1endedtwo programs to the State Board
of Education: AIDS: What Young Adults
Should Know by William L. Yarber, Indiana
(Yarber program) and Educator's
Guide to AIDS and other STD's by Stephen R.
Sroka (Sroka program).
At the request of several parents, clinical
psychologist Dr. Wayne Krug reviewed both
programs. In a written evaluation, he concluded
that the Sroka program could be revised to
make it acceptable, but that the Yarber program
'Nastotally unacceptable. This analysis was sent
to DL Fox and each state Board of Education
member, and the Ytuber program was dismissed
from consideration.
However, Alabama parents were not happy
about the Sroka program, either, They complained that its information· on condoms "was
insufficient and misleading!' The author of the
program agreed to include a supplement on
difficulties vvithcondoms, but this change was
nm accepted by Dr. Fox.
Mrs. Eunie Smith, a spokesman for the
concerned parents, argued that, "To muddy a
and emphatic 'say no' message with
depenaencyon condoms and a mere reduction
win be a tragic abdication of
adult responsibility and will do our children a
terrible disservice." She added that drug education has finally acknowledged the necessityof
absolutes, of "say NO to drugs," and said that
"the AIDS problem demands the same response
about premarital sex."
lhe parentswere also troubled because the
program contained the controversial Surgeon
General's report on AIDS, which included the
tn1l-free phone number of the National Gay Task
0

Force AIDS Information Hotline" In a letter to
Dr. Fox and to Governor Guy Hunt, Mrs"Smith
wrote, "The Koop Report was not designed for
the public school classroom. It is not appropriate
for student1,to read, study and recite."
A CaU to the Hotlmne
When the Health Department refused to
delete even the hotline number from the cur-
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Virginiaparents achieved significant modifications in the FamilyLife Education program
before it was locked into law and given $5,5
million in start~upfunds by the Virginia General
Assembly on February 24.
Two years earlier, the Assembly appointed a
Joint Legislative Committee chaired by Delegate Joan Munford to study teenage pregnancy.
A hastily formed coalition of pro-family and
pro-life groups predicted that the committee
would recommend massive sex education and
school-based clinics to dispense contraceptiveso
At the committee's 1986 hearings, a tremendous outpouring of citizen protest against school
"sex clinics" apparently convinced their advocates to soft-pedal that idea. The parents argued
that dispensing contraceptives and abortion
referrals on school premises would send a
mixed message.
When the General Assembly convened in
1987, DeL Munford introduced a resolution
calling on the Department of Education to
develop Standards of Learning and a Curriculum Guideline for FamilyLife Education
K through 12. The
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teaching of many topics at ages not considered
appropriate by the pro-familycoalition. For
example, they recommended teaching
genital terminology in kindergarten, detailed
explanation of human reproduction in grade 3,
and sexual intercourse in- grade 5. At its
December 9 meeting, the State Board of
Education voted to include teaching about
contraception and to allow pupils to be excluded
only if their parents "opt OUT""
When the Virginia General Assembly convened in January 1988,severallegislatorsworked
with the pro-family groups to present a seriesof
amendments.Nearlyall were killedin committee.
The Day of the Final Vote
On the morning of the final vote on the
appropriation, every legislator received a letter
from state Superintendent John Davis designed
to allay concerns about the Family Life program. It promised that a locai school could
develop its own programso long as
ten listed topics including"the value of postponmgsexual activity"The letter also

a.rid
instmctional materials
revealed that the person an-year to
actual instruction "
the AIDS Information Hotline atwhen
it
came
up for funding in 1988, They
In addition,it sr.atedthat instruction must be
temptedto recruit the caller into homosexuali
After recommendinghomosexual books, the lobbied legislatorsvigorously,especially with providedon the
Gay Task Force representativesaid, "Now, if the message that there is no evidence that sex sexual behavior and nusconduct
you rnn into a book that says gay is bad, put it education reduces teen pregnancy and that, in oughlyir1accord
Apparently because of these reassurances,
away! Don't read it. You need to understand, fact, the reverse may be true. They pointed out
being gay isjust another option. H's not normal that, in five of the six Virginiaschool districts the Family Life budgetpassedoverwhelmingly.
to be left-handed, but many of us are. The 'not with themost comprehensive sex education, the Two days later, the Board ofEducation voted
normal' argument is hogwasho But there are teen pregnancyrate had risen substantiallyin to change the language in the guidelines to
the past year while the rate for the state as a require teaching abstinence "until marriage."
plenty of religious nuts who say it's bad."
whole
was dropping.
The parents sent copies of the transcribed
Postmodern Smprise
Throughout1987,pro-familygroupsattended
phone conversation to the press and to each
In
the
closing
days of the 1988 session,
Board of Education member. The cover letter, many Departmentof Educationmeetingsthat Senator Virgil Goode distributed to his colwritten by concerned parent Mrs. Joan Kendall, were billed as forums to develop curriculum leagues copies of two AIDS pamphlets proVolunteersputin manyhoursmeticsaid, "The parents of Alabama won't tolerate guidelines"
ulously
following
the Department'sinstructionsduced in cooperation with a gay rights organizatheir tax dollars paying for such seduction!'
tion which had been given that week to 8th
· The day before the Board of Education was for revisions and changes,but the final version grade students at Azalea Gardens Middle School
to vote on the Sroka program, Mrs. Smith and showedlittleevidenceof their recommendations.in Norfolk. One of them, called "Proper Use of
Pro-Family Demands
Mrs. Kendall received an overnight letter from
At
public
hearingsin the springand fall of Condoms," included this rule: "l'-Jevergo from
Dr. Donald Williamson stating that the Alaone person to another without cleaning yourself
bama Department of Public Health was now 1987, more than half of the speakers opposed and changing rubbers." The other booklet,
willingto exclude the Surgeon General's Report theproposedmandatedFamilyLife curriculum. "Safer Sex," listed three categories of activity;
and make other requested changes" But it was Pro-familygroupsestimated that,if those who the ten items in the "unsafe" category were
too late" The next day the State Board trans- stood to benefitfinanciallyfrom the mandated totally explicit. This material so astonished the
ferred the responsibility of producing an AIDS programwere not counted, 95% of the speakers legislators and disrupted the session that Sen.
education plan from the Public Health Depart- were opposed to mandatedsex education.
The major demands of the pro-family organ- Goode moved once more to allow local option
ment to the Department of Education.
izations were ( l) strong advocacy of abstinence in the Family Life program. This lost on a 20-20
The PreliminaryDrnft
until marriage, (2) no instruction on abortion or tie when Lt Gov. Douglas Wilder voted no.
In October, the Department of Education's contraception, (3) homosexuality not presented
"A Substimti.31Effect"
preliminary Draft Unit of Instruction was made as an "alternate lifestyle," (4) no material on
Pro-family leader Helen Blackwell summed
public.According to another concerned parent, · human sexuality in the elementary grades, (5) up the attitude of the parents who had worked
Mrs. Betty Bostwick,it contained dozens of con- parents should have to "opt IN" before their two years on this project, saying: "Our camfusing and inaccurate technical statements""She children could take the course, (6) separation of paign had a substantial effect in improving the
assertedthat the entire approach was "doomed to the sexes during human sexualityinstruction. state guidelines. Many concessions were made,
fail in the goal of promoting abstinence""
Parents also voiced strong objections to It is now up to local volunteers to monitor their
Parents then mailed the U.SoDepartment of psychological manipulations, roleplaying, local schools and make them realize that local
Education's booklet "AIDS and the Education "snoopy questionnaires" on family matters, officials can substitute their own curriculum so
of Our Children" to superintendents and school hypnotic "relaxation" techniques, etc., which long as it meets certain guidelines."
board chairmen in all 130 Alabama school are widely used in curricula dealing with
Pro-family forces are also encouragedby the
districts and urged them to examine the pro- sexuality, family structure, and self-esteem"
way their statewidecoalition,Virginiansfor Famposed curriculum in the light of those guidelines.
The guidelines released by the Department ily Values, h21,grown into an effective organiof Education in November 1987 called for the zation and involved hundreds of new activists.
(turn to page
0
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Classroom programs ai:metl at warning
little schookhiidren how to resist sexual
abm,e are ineffective a:mishould be elimi.m1.ted.That is the conclusion of a twoyear fedenilly-fon.d.ed study conducted
at the University of California at Berkeley. Efforts to teach very young children
the difference between a "good touch" and
a "bad touch" only confuse them, researchers said, and may frighten them away
from normal affection. Despite widespread
parental objection, these courses are very
prevalent in kindergarten and first and
second grades in public schools. They are
sometimes known as "incest courses" or ·
"protective behaviors" courses.
The use of standardized tests to assess
children's readiness for school was
strongly condemned as having "longterm negative effects" by the National
Association for the Education of Y oi.mg
Children. The 60-member organization
stated that using test results to delay
children's entry into kindergarten or promotion to first grade produces no demonstrable educational benefits, Georgia is the
only state that mandates a test for promotion from kindergarten, but the idea appears
to be gaining support nationwide.
America's top high school science student§ nmked below those of nearly all
other cmmb:ies in a new i.nternationai
test. Commenting on th.is"inten1<1tiomtl
report can!" on science, Edlllcation Secretary Wmiam Bel'!.nett sald American
stm:font~are "in uiven,e andgoingdown!hm."In biology, American 12th graders
scored below students in an 16 other
countries tested. In chemistry,American
students scored below an countries except
two, and in physics below all countries
except three. Students from grades 5, 9,
and 12 from more than 300 U.S. schools
participated in the assessment

Reducing dass size in public schools iii.
expensive and "a waste of morney and
effort," according to a study issued by
the U,Sc Department of Education. According to the report, the number of
~tudents per classroom has neve1 been
fewer.The typicalpublicelementaryschool
classroori1has 24 pupils,down frmn 30 in
1961. The NE.A is demanding that class
size be only 1S-stndents,but the Education
Department study said that this would
require the hiring of one million new
teachers at a cost of $69 billion, with no
appreciable effect on student achievement.
The New Mexico Attorney Gensmd has
issued a legal opinion that public sdum~
empfoyee§ may not serve in the state
legislature becmJ.se tt,ey a.re state employee;;.l"Jew Mexico law takes the position that it is a conflict-of-interest for state
employees to serve in the legislature and
pass on their own appropriations,

The

NEA is suing to set aside the opinion.
Education Reporter (ISSN 0887-0608) ispublished monthly by Eagle Forum Education &
Legal Defense Fund wilh editorial offices at
Box 618, Alton, Illinois 62002, (618) 462-

5415.Theviewsexpressedin thisnewsletterare
those of the persons quoted and should not be
attributedto Eagle Forum Education & Legal
Defense Fund. Annual subscription $25. Back
issues available @ $2. Second Class postage
paid at Alton. Illinois.
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Original Draft

Final Draft

PREVENTIVE BEHAVIORS:
A. Practice abstinence. Abstain from sex outside of a monogamous
marriage relationship with an uninfected person.
11.If there is sexual contact, practice "safer" sex: . " , Use protective
barriers (condoms).

PREVENTIVE BEHAVIORS:
A. Say "No" to sexual activity" The only certain way to
the
sexual spread of the AIDS virus is to say "No" to sexual contact outside
of a monogamous marriage relationship with an uninfected person,
B. Say "No" to known risk behaviors" .. "Remember that you can get
the AIDS v1ms from a single sexual encounter if the other person has
AIDS-infected blood .. " . Say "No" to sexual contact that involves the
rectum.
C If you have had sexual contact in the past, start saying "]\Jo" now.
D. . ". Even though condoms can provide a protective barrier,
can
fail also. So, consider the consequences of trusting your life to condoms.

What is a systematic approach to decision making? .. "
l. What is the problem?
2. What are the important facts?
3. 'Nhat are the possible solutions?
4. What is the best solution? .. "
Tell students to read their lists of possible solutions ( e"g",shoot
Have each group's spokesperson present the group's best solution. Write
each group's solution on the board. Allow the class to discuss each
solution" ..

What are the responsible solutions? " . "
"Responsible" means: "able to distinguish between
and wrong
and to think and act rationally, and hence account for one's behavior"
{Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary, Unabridged Second
Edition) . .,. The questions to be asked in determining whether or not a
decision is responsible, correct, or right are:
L Is the decision lawful?
2, Is the decision consistent with all the facts?
3. Does the decision promote health and safety in myself and
and, therefore, allow me to account for my actions?

[Original draft contained no such statements or questions.]

Why is it important to save sexual actmty until you are in a
monogamous marriage relationship with an uninfected person?
Why is it important to end sexual activity if you have been sexually
active?

The use of a condom during sex reduces the risk of contracting AIDS"
True. A condom reduces the risk of contracting AIDS since it minimizes
direct contact with semen. Since condoms are not 100%safe, however,
people should not rely on them as their only defense against AIDS"

Using a condom during sex prevents a person from getting the AIDS
vims. Fal;;e, The failure rate of condoms in preventing pregnancy is
estimated to be from 5 to 15 percent. Predictions regarding the AIDS
vims are significantly higher. The failure rate of condoms in
the spread of the AIDS vims is as high as 30 to 50 percent.

Education is a preventive measure against the spread of AIDS. Tme.
Since there is still no vaccine or cure for AIDS, education is the most
effective prevention.

The spread of the AIDS virus can be prevented. True, There is no
vaccine or cure for AIDS, but the virus can be stopped if people change
their behavior. The most effective behavior in stopping the spread of the
AIDS vims is to practice abstinence from sexual activity and drug abuse.

What is
poitentmlof AIDS to
on om society? .,_,,,,,,,""""are
instructed to read and discuss the article, "Origins: Blaming the Disease
on Rain, Lizards and Outer Space." (Los Angeles Times,Aug. 9, 1987)
This article starts:] "Contentious finger-pointing over who is to blame for
the worldwide spread of the AIDS virus . , . threatens to disrupt the
international cooperation necessary to fight the AIDS epidemic. . "

What is the potential of AIDS to impact on our society? [Newspaper
article is deleted and the following is substituted:]"". AIDS is a personal
problem .. " a medical problem " " . a financial problem .. , a
problem . " . an educational problem ... a moral problem ... a
problem .... How can someone avoid getting AIDS? How does someone
make the right decisions related to AIDS?

At-Risk Behaviors ... Anal intercourse ... Oral-genital contact . . .
[Explicit description deleted and replaced with:] Sexual contact is any
Oral-anal contact ... Sexual activity with a variety of different peqple act of sexual gratification involving the sex organs.
(heterosexual and homosexual) . . .
[Original draft contained no information, statistical or otherwise,
documenting who has AIDS,]

According to the Centers for Disease Control: 66% are homosexual/bisexual males; 16% are intravenous (IV) drug abusers; 3% are
4%are heterosexual cases; 3%are
homosexual male and IV
from blood transfusions ...

Take this handout and share the information with someone you care
about

Take this handout and share the information with your
someone else you respect

or

labamaPare11ts
continued front page one ----~~---The Assistant Superintendentof Education,
Dr, Martha Barton, met with the concerned
parentsand showed a willingness to be sensitive
to their concerns. She also invited them to meet
with Katherine Mitchell, who headed the
writing team
Mrs, Bostwick and Mrs. Kendall presented a
detailed analysis of the preliminarydraft They
objected that it led the students to believe that
"group consensus determines what is right or
wrong." "The program should advise teachers
to give to all students a clarion call for
abstinence," the parents said, "and to take a
stand for what is right: that is, what is true, legal,
healthyand in keeping with parents' wishes."
The parents urged that the curriculum tell
students the truth about condoms and why they
are "an unacceptable risk for teenagers:' They
pointed out that the curriculum failed to say that
"some 70% of AIDS carriers are homosexuals
and that homosexual behavior is the most dangerous of all risk behaviors. Moreover, students
should be told that sodomy is illegal in Alabama."

The parents noted that the program neglected
to inform students "that they can get AIDS
from one sexual encounter." They objected to
the use of explicit language to paint "word
pictures of unnatural behavior without calling it
unnatural, offensive and unnecessary!' Among
their concerns was that the program did not
encourage students to consult their parents"
Publk Hearings Held'
Public hearings on the Departmentof Education draft were held in four major Alabama
cities during October. The parents' coalition
mailed a letter and full packet of information
about the AIDS curriculum to some 350 community leaders and pastors who, in turn, alerted
others to attend the public hearings and speak
At the Huntsville hearing, physician Edith
Ledbetter criticized roleplaying exercises in the
program where students must imagine themselves using pot, speed, and "good crack," and
having extramarifal sex. Dr. Ledbetter said,
"You say this is real life? Well, it is not real life
for most of the children in Alabama. Manure

heaps are 'real' but so are the green meadows
and the blue sky. Why not encourage them to
reach for the stars, instead of pushing them into
dung heaps?"
At the Montgomeryhearing, Stephanie Bell
urged that the curriculum tell the truth about
condom failures. She said, "Condoms have a
10%failure rate in preventing pregnancy, while
women can conceive only a few days out of the
month; but one can contract AIDS 365 days out
of each year. Who would elect to have cosmetic
surgery if told they had a one in ten chance of not
pulling through the surgery at all?"
Th'e result of the parents' actions was that the
AIDS Unit of Instruction was significantly
revised. "The revisions were so substantial and
meaningful," said Mm. Bostwick, "that we sent
a telegram to Dr. Barton commending her and
her staff for their work." Mrs. Kendall added,
"Dr. Barton said the comments voiced at the
public hearings would be taken seriously, and
they were!' The revised AIDS Unit oflnstruction was then adopted by the State Board"
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"The Russians are coming!" This statement
was made at the recent Soviet-American Citizens' Summit in Alexand1ia,Virginia, by Henrik
Borovik, president of the Soviet Peace Committee. He and 100 other Russians were in the
United States for the five-day conference with
400 Americans, many of whom are associated
vvith the "New Age" movement They dialogued on the
"Social Inventions for the
Third Millennium," or Socialist dominance by
the year 2000. The Soviets were hosted for the
two-week
from January 26 to February
12 in Washington, nc., and New York
This Citizens' Summit was the creation of
Barbara Marx Hubbard (daughter of toy magnate Lewis Marx), Rama Vernon ( of the Center
for Soviet-American Dialogue), and the Soviet
Peace Committee ( affiliated with the Soviet
Peace Council). Rama Vernon, mother of five
and grandmother of two, stated, "This is what it
is like giving birth to a baby ... Never before has
there been such a large delegation of over 100
Soviets that have represented such a wide
of organizations and points of view that
the Soviet Union." She has personally
escorted
, .,,w,uv,,uuto the U.S.S.R. over the
last several years, building a foundation for U.S.Soviet cooperation.

--•

Pl.an of Action
The following are some of the concluding
statements presented by the various U.S. -Soviet
task forces:
~ Build a World Peace Bell Garden in
Moscow and Washington, D.C., made from
"dismantled missiles and recycled implements
of war."
• Send 20 U.S. teenagers to Siberian Computer Camp; reciprocal visit by Soviet teens in
1989.
fl Set up Youth Ambassadors for Peace
exchange programs.
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This particularsummit was a follow-up to
two other conferences held in Moscow during
the last two years. The first conference brought
forth Henrik Borovik as the new Soviet Peace
Committee president Borovik is a playwright
and has a successful hit play off Broadway. The
second meeting included 90 Americans from
va.rimn cultures,includingfilm, the performing
arts, media and writers, who met with their
counterpartsin the Soviet Union.
The published objective of the Citizens'
Surnmit was for this citizens' "parliament"
of
innovators to come togetherfrom both countries
to function as a think tank, to dialogue and
work togetheron joint projects.Many participantsbelieve they are goingto secure the future
forhumanityand the v,orld. Translatingdevices
were provided to all, with both Russianand
English broadcast simultaneously.

Call to Ban Nukes
Foremost on the agenda was the caH to
totally ban and dismantle
nuclear weapons
in order to pave the way for "world peace"and
create a "global family."Secondly, as participants"converged," designs for ongoing projects
were established to carry on the work of their
18 task forces. Cooperative trips to Moscmil/
were planned for March, May, September,
1988 and next year.
The task forces dealt ,vith global politics,
globalsecurity,global education,computersfor
cooperation,U.S.-U.S.S,R. business and trade,
social change, medicine and health care, human
righits,world religion and spirituality, joint
space projects, media, citizen exchange programs, sister cities projects, sports exchanges
and others. Few areas 'Here overlooked. These
joint "world citizen" delegates are laboring
with their task forces and in on-going designs
and meetings to bring about "right relationships
to both cultures."
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• Develop global future classrooms, computers in education, peace lines between Americans and Soviets.
• Establish a Soldier meets Soldier program,
where 30 to 40 Soviet and American soldiers
meet and interact with each other, eliminating a
need to see each other through a gun scope.
•Setup a Global Family Office in Moscow.
• Link Global Family and Family Clubs in
the U.S.S.R; create a spiritually-based network of
individuals for the trnnsfonnation of the planet
from separation and fear to unity and love.
~ Align
leaders in representing the
highest possibility in the pulpit: proclaim an
International Day of Forgiveness,
e Write a declaration of moral and ethical
standards for journalists to avoid propaganda
and stereotyping in reporting.
ID Develop a cooperative Soviet-American
space bridge on the AIDS crisis.
1\\11Build an international
children's co-creativity center in Moscow.
lil!I Create a Soviet-American management
institute.
~ Develop a Soviet-American
electronic
monetarymarket, a computer-assisted system
that would allow for buying and selling, borrowing and swapping goods, without hard
currency, and a business communications facil.ity called SPBM (Super Partner Barter Market)
in Moscow providingmobile telephones,couriers,telex,fax, translation facilities,secretarial
services,and meetingplaces.
@ Develop Shannon Airportin Ireland as a
facilitRtor of growth of East-West Trade by
creatinga short-term place for Soviet-American
business people for both countries to meet in a
conference settingor for trade exhibits.

to board the Soviet space station.
O'Leary reported that he and two cosmonauts
made other visits to Capitol Hill with concrete
results. He said Rep. Robert Torricelli
has introduced legislation to appoint a commissionto study a joint manned missionto Mars.
Ted Turner of Turner Broadcasting (who has
called for a New Age President if America is to
see the year 2000) personally lobbied on
Capitol HiU about 15 Senators and 15 Congressmen, primarily on behalf ofthe INF Treaty. He
reported being at the White House with Howard
Baker, and said, "President Reagan and Howard
Baker and his new set of advisors are going to
try to press on to try and get this treaty
approved in the spring." He said that, if the INF
Treaty could not be ratified by the current
Congress, it could be left over for the next
Congress where it can be ratified next year
under the new administration. "We've gotta'
get a President over here that is strong on arms
control," he said.
Conference Panymg
Conference particpants visited the Soviet
Embassy and had lunch at the Senate. Many
were invited w attend both the National Prayer
Breakfast for Israel and the Presidential National
Prayer Breakfast.
A gala awards banquet was given on Thursday night, with Ted Turner as the keynote
speaker. Fifteen-inch cut crystals were given as
awards to many One World activists who have
established programs that share Ms, Hubbard's
vision of a New World Order.
Brian Willson, the ve[eran who lost his
while kneeling before an oncoming munitions
train as an act of civil disobedience, spoke at one
of the summit's Iuncheons. Willson is a member
of the Nicaraguan Network's Pledge of Resistance organization which supports the Communist Sandinistan government and the MarxistLeninist guerrillas in El Salvador and Guatemala.
;@
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ing and clerical prayer
involved mostly
meditation) in ways commonly associated with
New Age religions. As the majority of the 400
Americans from the United States did their
trancing, the Soviets watched with stern interest.
One Russian was overheard saying about the
touchy- feely high-hilarity conference, "Americans act like children."
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Louis Rees, a senior analyst with MidAtlantic Research Associates, was quoted in a
Washington newspaper as saying, "The Soviets
use such meetings to promote the idea that
'we're all one big happy global family.' " The
paperaL~quotedtwoexpertson Sovietdisinfow..ation
as saying, "This is evidence the Soviets will
reach out to any W estem group that can help
1.\1
advance the Kremlin's foreign policy."
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"The Challenge ofExpanding Public School
Choice: Implementing the Missouri '2000 Commission' Report" was the title of a publicpolicy
conference held in St. Louis, IVKissouri.,
on
March 25. The afternoon program was sponsored by the Thomas J. White Educational
Foundation.
The program was held in response to the
Missouri Opportunity 2000 Commission report,
released April 10, 1987, which stated: "The
Commission recommends that the state adopta
policy giving parents and guardians in the
urban areas the choice of which public school
their children will attend, Schools should treat
parents as the partners they are {n the educational process."
The conference was convened to "explore
what other states are doing to expandparental
choice among publicschools,as well as to examine local options for expandingparental choice.'"
Joe Nathan, who formerly coordinated Time

The keynote speakerfor the Soviet-American
Citizens' Summit was Robert Muller, former
Assistant Secretary General of the United
Nations and currentlychancellor of the new
Universiiy of Peace in Costa Rica. He still
serves as a $1-a-year consultant for the UN
Secretary General. "This is going to be a New
Age," Muller said. "There is a new consciousness emerging . . . We are a new species and
have new responsibilities toward this Planet" for Results: The Governors' 1991 Repoi1 on
Lobbying O:mgresi,
He prayed "that the other 158 heads of states of Education,reported on measures in Coloni,do
'Not all negotiationstook place at the con- this Planet become Gorbachevs,"
and Minnesota v,hich are intended to increase
ference center. Members of this unusual enAlso in attendance were Paul Temple and choice for parents within the public school
touragewere
over Capitol Hill just before Willis Harman of the Institute of Noetic Sci- system. Minnesota's law aUows students who
and at the time the vote was taken in Februa.ry ences. Others who attended included DL Geof- have not met with smx:essin one school disttictto
on aid to i:he Contras. They rei)orted that their freyKemp (Fellow of the Carnegie Endowment enroll in another district,go on to higher ech1presence may have had something to do with and former staff member of National Security cation or enroll in a trainingprogram providing
the negative outcome of that vote, and a cheer Council),Warren Salinger, Patncia and Daniel that the receiving school district lms spaceavailwent up from the summit audience when it was Ellsberg, Amory Lovins (Rocky Mountain Insti- able and integrationis not adverselyeffected.
announced that Contra aid was defeated.
tute), David Gershon (First Earth Run), Virginia P,St Louis cityprincipal, Robert Brown,tolcl
Brian O'Leary (former astronaut), Carol Satir, Christopher Hills (University of the Trees), of the district's new program for students who,
Rosin (president, Institute for Security and Scott Jones (Special Assistant to Sen. Clairbome because of disciplinary reasons (carryingweapCooperation in Outer Space), and a couple of Pell), Danaan Parry (Earthstewards Network), ons, assault, etc.), would normally receive "
cosmonauts visited Senator Tom Harkin (D- and Lavaune Dennett (past president of Seattle 90-daysuspension into a school preparedto deal
IA). H was announced at the conference that School Principals Association).
vvith this type of student After:, su-n1onth stay,
Harkin would introduce a Senate resolution to
students who have met the requirements are
New Age Rirua!s
provide for a Soviet cosmonaut to fly in the
During the summit, many American partici- released to any "regular" school i.n the district
Space Shuttle and for an American astronaut to pants practiced meditation, visualization, chant- except the one where the offense occurred.
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Parents and other concerned citizens won an
upset victory over the NEA-backed candidates
for the Parkway School Board, the largest
school district in Missouri. Barbara Cooper and
Brenda Talent were elected easily over the two
candidates who were supported by the teachers'
union and the school superintendent
Mrs. Cooper and Mrs. Talent were endorsed
by the ~"l''"''-''""~"'organizations
in Queeny and
Missouri River townships, the two townships
within the school district's boundaries. The
NEA and the St. Louis Post-Dispatchhad made
this Republican endorsement an issue in the
campaign, deploring "the injection of party
politics into the school board electioR"
The parents' groups countered by quoting
NEA national president Mary FutreH's statement at the 1982 NEA national convention:
"There is no alternative to political involvement.
Instruction and professional development have
been on the back burner to us compared to
political action."
Last year, for the first time, the Republican
Party endorsed and elected one school board

Death education was the subject of a unique
segment on the ABC-TV World News Tonight
of March 30. The news presentaiion of this
controversialsubject was introduced veteran
ABC reporter Sam Donaldson,
While death education has for years been a
controversial bone of contention between parents and schools at the local level, this is the first
time that the subject has been covered on a
national television news program.
Donaldson introduced the segmentby saying,
"It may come as a surprise to many parents" to
learn that many schools have incorporated a
course in death and dying into their school
curriculum. ABC called it an "unlikely" course,
and said it can be either required or elective,
and incorporated into many different subjects
from Health to Sociology.
Showing morbid visuals, ABC stated that
this classroom course often includes student
visits to cemeteries, funeral homes, embalming
labs, and crematoriums.
Death education has no set curriculum. It
can apparently be whatever the teacher chooses
to i_11corporate
into this
The ABC segment showed Robert Stevenson,
a trained death -rl,,,--,--·· who endorses the
students understancl
loss aDd
to
many other
teachern are a.nowed w tackle tnis 'dehcme"
without any special
ABC sho"ved parents statmg that dea1.h
courses have no place in the classroom because
death is a private matter. They said classroom
discussion "takes the dignity out of it"
One teacher was shown arguing that, since
some parents don't talk about death at home, it is
the schools' responsibility to do it. No evidence
was presentedthat there iseither a need for death
The Ghost Belonged To Me, by RichardPeck,
education or any public demand for the schools
New
York: Dell Pub. Co,, 1975, 183pp., $2.95.
to take on this added responsibility.
Ghosts I Have Been, by Richard Peck, New
Visit to Crematoi"ium
York: Dell Pub. Co., 1977, 214 pp., $2.95.
ABC interviewed a teenage girl named Julie
A Hero Ain't Nothin' But A Sandwich, by
who had been given a classroom death course Alice Childress, New York: Avon Books, 1973,
and taken on a field trip to a local crematorium 127 pp., $2.50.
shortly after her father had died. Crying, she
Lisa, Bright and Dark, by John Neufeld,
told how the funeral director got into the New York: Signet, 1969, 143 pp., $2.25.
crematorium and picked some bones out of the
The Outsiders, by S. E. Hinton, New York:
ashes, and how traumatic it was to picture her Den Pub. Co., 1967, 156 pp., $2.95.
father in there.
The Undertaker's Gone Bananas, by Paul
Another teenage girl said after much prod- Zindel,New York: Bantam, 1978, 153 pp., $2.75.
ding that the course helped her to cope with her
One of the chief problems with the curricugrandmother's death. On camera, the girl ap- lum in public schools is the dreary succession of
peared as emotionally distraught as Julie.
depressing materials that children are forced to
ABC quoted critics as saying that school- read as part of their English or literature classes.
children are too young and too vulnerable for One mother sent us the series of books her child
these courses, and that some of them get is required to read in a 7th grade Adolescent
nightmares.A school board member in Virginia Literature course.
said that these courses cast the teacher in the
In this class, all the 7th graders are assigned
role of "playing therapist in class" and that one paperback book of contemporary fiction a
teachersare not trained to handle the depression week, which must be read and then discussed in
and confusion that the courses cause.
class. The required books are all improbable
ABC si:ated that some parents believe that fiction about unattractive if not actually vildeath and dyingclassescould cause children to lainous characters who babble constantly with
decide to commit suicide. One father asserted a pitifullylirrritedvocabulary, redundantly using
that classroom discussion of suicide caused his obscenities, bad grammar, and slang. The
own son's suicide. The boy's mother said that stories are written in short choppy sentences
the course disrupted the family's basic values with a high proportion of incomplete sentences.
and their belief in eternal life because the
The language and the situations are vulgar if
schools teach that "anything goes."
not immoral or violent. Most characters are not
ABC ended its segment with the question, people you would ever like to know. Their
"Should students be facing death in the class- behavior is unrealistic and often grotesque.
room at all?"
A Hero Ain't Nothin' But A Sandwich by
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candidate in this district, defeating an NEAendorsed candidate. The NEA revealed its
vv,,,uc.,a., involvement in that election by a letter
to all its members dated April 17, 1987: "We
had a clearcut goal. Our leadership made a plan
to achieve that goal. The teachers of Parkway
executed the plan. The plan involved a massive
mailing to school district parents. The
involved a telephone campaign to contact
teachers from other districts who are voting
residents
The plan was for Parkway
teachers to work the polls. The plan was carried
out. The result was that one candidate was
successful, the other was not."
Supporters of Mrs. Cooper and Mrs. Talent
this year believed that they were merely providing a needed alternative to the political
activism of the NEA, which "has its own
agenda," as one Republican committeewoman
asserted. An endorsement letter from the Missouri River Township's Republican organization
simply reminded voters that Republicans are
concerned about "the quality of elected officials
at all levels of government from White House to
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state legislatureto local school board,"
This year's supporters of the Cooper-Talent
team wrote letters to the editor and sent mailings
to voters asserting that the Republican organizations had merely "decided to end the political
monopoly of the National Edu,,,ationAssociation in Parkway School Board elections."
Typical of the many letters written along
these lines was the one by Bill Berry that asked,
"I wonder why people who are so upset about
the Republicans backing School Board c:mdidates weren't equally upset when one of the
country's most powerful political organizations
(the NEA) was the only organization actively
endorsing and supporting candidates ... , The
Republican involvement gave the people in the
district a choice by doing away with the NEA's
monopoly of organizational support"
The newly elected School Board members
are expected to be part of a majority on the
six-member board that will hire a new superintendent and work to improve quality in the
district's schools serving 23,000 children, The
district spends about $100 million a year,
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Alice Childress leads readers to believe that
taking drugs is a matter of personal choice, and
that drug pushers nnd users who make that
choice are not bad people. The descriptions of
13-year-olds getting high on various illegal
drugs could easily encourage students to experiment. The book contains a steady stream of bad
language and bad grammar which reinforce
poor English skills and vulgarities.
The main themes of The Outsiders by S. E.
Hinton are thugs, teenage drinking and smoking,
gang fights, breaking the law, and death, all
described in gory detail. While the actions have
consequences in the book, they are never
addressed as behaviors that are wrong or to be
avoided. In identifying the author, the book
states, "Ms. Hinton says she wrote the book
because she couldn't find any stories that
portrayed the lives of teenagers outside of the
narrow world of the high school prom. So she
created another world, one with no parents or
adult authority figures, a place where kids lived
by their own mks."
The main characters in The Undertaker's
Gone Bananas by Paul Zindel are a loudmouthed disagreeable boy and a girl suffering
from emotional trauma, neither one of whom is
understood by other people. The book contains
gruesome details of a murder, an attempted
murder, and the death of a family fire.
Lisa, Bright and Dark by John Neufeld is a
story about a girl who is mentaHy ill and
attempts suicide. She is depressed aH the time,
and three other teenagers who try to help her are
depressed much of the time. The book empha-

sizes the notion that most parents and adults are
not any real source of help in times of trouble.
GhostsI Have Been by Richard Peck is about
the occult and makes no distinction between
Christianity and spiritualism. The book would
be highly offensive to those who do not want
their children taught that it is normal to
participate in seances, contact the dead, and
have out-of-body experiences. The book could
easily encourage impressionable teenagers to
believe that they can develop a "special gift" to
experience these things.
The GhostBelonged To Me, also by Richard
Peck, is about a boy who finds a ghost in his
barn. People who don't believe in ghosts are
portrayed as backward, short-sighted, and too
dependent on science, while those who believe
in ghosts are portrayed as reasonable, gifted,
likeable and clever. The books could lead
children to believe that, in order to be an
interesting person, one should try to contact the
dead and seek acquaintances who do likewise.
child would be depressed, alienated or
stressed after being forced to read such books
week after week.
Why are students not given
books that
inspire and encourage?
are
introduced to the noble characters of
and literature who are role models for honorable
and courageous behavior?
are students
not assigned the great writers
eloquence
of language teaches good habits of written and
oral expression? Why are pupils not introduced
to the beauties of the great literature written in
the English language?

